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Christopher Award - "Better to light one candle than to curse the darkness"Society of School
Librarians International Best BookHistorical fiction at its best! From the author of The Big Burn
comes this captivating story of a boy striving to become a man during the hard times of the
1930s Great Depression.Teenager Moss Trawnley is on his own and desperate when he joins
Franklin Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps. But the Montana work camp he's sent to
means more than survival. The CCC is a way to help his family. And it means self-reliance for
Moss. Friends. Leadership. A crash course in living with nature. Knowing the satisfaction of a job
well done.Double whammy. Good book. Good boy book. . .It's a coming-of-age novel worthy of
your time.--Treasure Chest for TweensThis is a must read book!! If you like realistic fiction then
you should definitely read this novel. --East Meadow Public Library YA Book Log, review by a
middle school studentAn excellent piece of historical fiction which helps people today to
appreciate events that took place in the past. Written with humor, pathos, and a keen
understanding of the times.-Through the Looking Glass Book ReviewsGreat for boys.--YA Books
CentralFelt like a well-done film where one can't help but root for the hero. Although intended for
young adults, anyone will find Hitch a great read. --Historical Novel SocietyNew York Public
Library Book for the Teen AgeTexas Tayshas book listNational Endowment for the Humanities/
American Library Association We the People Bookshelf

"Readers will be readily caught up in the camp's trials and successes through to the dramatic
ending, wherein a CCC-built dam threatens to collapse under the torrential rains and destroy the
crops of Monroe's farmers. This is a wholly appealing exploration of the historic period as well as
a carefully wrought tale of young men working and living together to make something better of
dismal times. Selected references and books for further reading are included." -Bulletin of the
Center for Children's Books"Ingold's passion for her subject, crisp narrative and lively dialogue
carry this fine story of a young man finding a way to make a difference in a difficult time. A good
match with her The Big Burn." -Kirkus Review"Whether readers select the novel for its value as
historical fiction or to simply enjoy a young man's coming-of-age story, Ingold's Hitch offers an
enjoyable, well-paced story. Hitch will be particularly popular in areas where CCC projects are
well known and in rural areas such as the Montana farm setting of the novel." -Journal of
Adolescent and Adult LiteracyFrom the Back CoverMoss Trawnley is only seventeen years old,
but he has his future all planned out. He's been accepted to technical school, and if he watches
every penny he earns at the airfield, he just might be able to afford tuition. But it only takes two
words from his boss to shatter his dreams: You're fired.Suddenly homeless and jobless, Moss is
desperate for a way to support himself. But during the Great Depression, finding a job is next to
impossible, and with so many people out of work, it seems as if the whole country is waiting in a



bread line. With no other options, Moss signs up for a six-month hitch with President Roosevelt's
Civilian Conservation Corps--at least it will give him something to eat and a roof over his head.
But what starts out as a meal ticket turns into the adventure of a lifetime.A CHRISTOPHER
AWARD WINNERA SOCIETY OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS INTERNATIONAL BEST
BOOK"Ingold's passion for her subject, crisp narrative and lively dialogue carry this fine story of
a young man finding a way to make a difference in a difficult time."--Kirkus Reviews"Readers will
be readily caught up in the camp's trials and successes through to the dramatic ending...A
wholly appealing exploration of the historic period."--The BulletinAbout the AuthorJEANETTE
INGOLD is the author of award-winning historical fiction and contemporary stories for young
adult and middle school readers. Her realistic novels, read in schools and featured in One Book
- One Community programs, include Hitch; Mountain Solo; The Big Burn; Pictures, 1918;
Airfield; The Window; and Paper Daughter. Jeanette lives and writes in Montana.From School
Library JournalGrade 7 Up–Despite the Great Depression, 17-year-old Moss Trawnley,
introduced in Airfield (Harcourt, 1999), thinks he has it made–a decent job, a girlfriend, and
admittance into radio school with almost enough money saved to pay for it come fall. He is even
able to help his mother support his younger siblings. All this changes when he is fired in order to
give the job to a man with a family who is related to the boss. Moss leaves Texas by hitching a
ride on a freight train. Trying to locate his father, he finds him in Montana–drunk, jobless, and
homeless. He himself is picked up for vagrancy. With neither job prospects nor money and to
avoid another arrest, he joins the Civilian Conservation Corps. The work is hard, but it provides a
place to live, food, and money to send home. Hitch is essentially a coming-of-age story. Moss,
who from the beginning has shown a sense of responsibility, must now make adult decisions
about how to react to adversity and discord within the CCC as he assumes a leadership role,
albeit reluctantly. His growth from an impulsive teen into a thoughtful young man is told in a
compelling manner. Plot and description transport readers into another time and place with
accuracy and interest as Moss's true character is revealed. A good read from a masterful
storyteller.–Janet Hilbun, Texas Woman's University, Denton, TXCopyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistGr. 8-11. Ingold does something quite interesting here. She
takes a topic, the Civilian Conservation Corps, that few teens have heard of and even fewer are
interested in and works a credible, involving story around it. Moreover, both her writing style and
her 1930s setting feels totally true to the time. Often teens in historical novels seem like today's
youth, merely plunked down in a different era. That's not true of protagonist Moss Trulawany,
who seems utterly of his time. After being laid off from his job at an airstrip, Moss sets out to find
his father, who is supposed to be working to help his family. But Mr. Trulawany is really an
unemployed drunk, so it's up to Moss to find work. Through a string of fortunate events in which
some people care enough to help him, Moss finds a job in Montana with the CCC, where, to his
surprise, his leadership qualities surface. Some of the characters and situations are stock (as
they might have been in 1930s books or movies), but the good versus bad simplicity of many of



the incidents works in context. The story is often moving as Moss, through the CCC, changes
lives, especially his own. Ilene CooperCopyright © American Library Association. All rights
reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.I woke up shivering in the boxcar where I'd spent the night. Late
October might be the tail end of summer in Texas, but it wasn't up here, wherever here was.I
coughed and ran my tongue over the grit clinging to my teeth. My body jangled with the vibration
coming up from the train wheels.Sharp lines of sunlight edged the wide, almost closed doors of
the car and lay in stripes across the forms of men sprawled around me. We must have passed
out of the dust storm, I thought, remembering the day before, when the train rushing north
across farmland had entered a blackness of blowing dirt unlike anything I had ever seen.First I'd
wondered if the huge cloud moving toward us, too dark brown for rain, might be smoke. Then
somebody called it for what it was, just before we got swallowed up in a violent torrent of
sandpapering earth.I'd fallen asleep to the howl of it.Leaning into the boxcar door, I pushed it
open. A wedge had kept it from shutting all the way- a safety against the bar-latch on the outside
coming down and locking us in. Dazzlingly bright light flooded the car, and someone demanded,
"You trying to blind us?""Sorry," I said, sliding the door far enough shut that the sunlight wasn't
shining right on him.He got up long enough to relieve himself against a wall, belch, scratch, and
swear 'cause a bottle he picked up turned out empty. "Blind me again, kid," he said, "and I'll
throw you under the wheels."I turned away. That wasn't the worst I'd heard in the days since I left
Muddy Springs and my job at the little Texas airport where I'd worked.Days! It seemed more like
weeks or months I'd been gone, like my last afternoon there happened in a different life even.I
closed my eyes to the endless country outside- butte and prairie land now, desolate looking- and
saw again that scene I'd gone over and over. Lord, what a fool I'd been, playing at my job like I
was some kid.Dancing at it. Dancing!"Come on, Miss McDonough! Hurry back!" I'd said aloud,
swinging out my broom like it was my girl I was spinning across a dance floor. Of all the
weekends for Beatty to be off to Dallas with her aunt and uncle. I had news to tell her.I'd been
accepted to radio school, and tuition was even in a range I could afford if I watched every penny
till next July when I could start. A thick letter from the school, along with a thinner one from my
ma that I hadn't read yet, burned a hole in my back pocket.Beatty and I, we had it planned.
Come May- just another seven months- we'd be high school graduates, class of 1936. Then
Beatty, who loved flying like she was born to it, would start flying full-time, for pay. She'd do
contract work, like her teacher, Annie Boudreau, did. And I'd get serious about turning radios into
more than a hobby.I gave the broom another fancy turn. There wasn't anybody to see. The
afternoon plane was long gone, and I had the Muddy Springs Airport terminal to myself. I just
needed to finish sweeping, and then I could go up to my room and read all the radio-school
pamphlets from start to finish."You always dance with brooms?" a man called out, and I whirled
around, feeling like a right fool. I recognized one of the airport directors, a Mr. Kliber, that I knew
by sight but no more."I'm 'feared you missed everybody," I told him. I explained how Grif-
Beatty's uncle, who managed the airport- was away till Monday, and that his assistant had



knocked off for the day."Actually, it's you I came to see," Mr. Kliber said.Puzzled, I said, "Yes,
sir?""It's like this, Moss," he said, and commenced beating around the bush so bad I couldn't get
what he was telling me. Then he finally said it straight out."You're firing me?" I asked. My voice
sounded like it was coming out of somebody else's throat."I have to let you go," he said. "You
can understand, Moss. The man we're hiring- I'll be honest, he's a cousin of mine- has a wife
and children to take care of."I nodded, feeling numb. I did understand. With Texas and the rest of
the country deep in the Depression, a body had to understand favoring a family man over a
teenager on his own.It was just that I hadn't thought anybody else would want my part-time job,
being the airport's janitor, mechanic's assistant, night watchman, and general gofer. I'd patched
it together by pitching in wherever I'd seen a need. I got twelve dollars a week for doing it, and
the room upstairs. Enough to live on, send some home to help my family, and save a bit.I
dragged my attention back to Mr. Kliber, who seemed bound to explain why his cousin had to
have my job, now that he'd lost his own in a machine shop up in Oklahoma.I broke in. "You
needn't explain," I said. "I know how it is.""You can have a couple days more," Mr. Kliber said. "I
wish I didn't have to spring it on you this fast, but Orville's already on his way."I went after a gum
wrapper and dropped it into my dustpan, buying time to get control of the panic welling up. "I
guess if I'm going, I best think about when to start," I said.Maybe, I thought, as the train crossed
a trestle, that was where I went wrong. For certain, I shouldn't have been so hasty to leave,
shouldn't have let my pride get so wounded over being fired that I couldn't stay to face my
friends.I shouldn't have taken off without even leaving them a good-bye, telling myself I'd write
when I had something proud to say.But then there was that other letter, the one from my ma, in
Spanish Creek, Louisiana.Up in my bedroom above the terminal lobby, I'd read it. Now I took it
out and read it again, the flimsy paper rattling in the wind.Dear Son, she'd written, I hope you are
keeping well. I wished I could say we are but I am having a time making ends meet. We only did
get money once from the WPA job I told you yr pa was on and then no more. I do not know if he
is hurt or killed or taken off again without a say-so to anybody. If it is that he ought to be
ashamed. Except for what you send, I would be at wits end caring for your brothers and sisters.
But I don't complain, being just thankful the Lord gave me a good son. Yr loving mother, Bertha
Trawnley.That hadn't left me any choice. Maybe I could have found a way to hang on in Muddy
Springs myself, but there was no way I'd have gotten something that paid enough so that I could
send Ma the help she needed.The hobo in the corner swore at me again, but I ignored him. The
car reeked, so I wasn't about to close the door on anything less than another dust storm.I'd lay
money my father wasn't hurt or killed. He just wasn't doing his duty to his family like he ought.
Just like he hadn't done it for a time now. Not since walking away from us two years ago. Not
since before that, come down to it.That last night in Muddy Springs I'd thought carefully about
where my own duty lay and come up with a clear answer.First I needed to mail my radio-school
savings to Ma.Then I needed to go find my pa at his WPA job in Montana and see he was all
right. And if he was, then remind him he had a family to take care of. If I presented it careful, he'd
realize he needed to send his wages home regular.I wasn't sure what would come then. Maybe I



could find some kind of job for myself up there, for the time being. Maybe I could even find some
way to help him.I'd packed my suitcase quickly- I didn't have much to put in it besides a few
clothes, the letter from the radio school, and a picture of Beatty in front of an airplane. I left the
next morning.And now here I was, hundreds of miles from Texas. Well, one thing was for sure. I
was more than ready to get to Montana and be done riding freight cars forever.Copyright © 2005
by Jeanette IngoldAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy,
recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the
publisher.Requests for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be mailed to
the following address:Permissions Department, Harcourt, Inc.,6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando,
Florida 32887-6777.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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ContentsTitle PageContentsCopyrightDedicationAuthor’s NotePart IChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter
3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Part
IIChapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter
19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Part IIIChapter
27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter
35Chapter 36Chapter 37Selected References and Suggestions for Further ReadingReader
Chat PageSample Chapter from PAPER DAUGHTERBuy the BookAbout the AuthorCopyright ©
2005 by Jeanette IngoldReader’s guide copyright © 2006 by Harcourt, Inc.All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any information storage and
retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.For information about
permission to reproduce selections from this book, write to trade.permissions@hmhco.com or to
Permissions, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company, 3 Park Avenue, 19th Floor, New
York, New York 10016.The Library of Congress has cataloged the print edition as follows:Ingold,
Jeanette.Hitch/Jeanette Ingold.p. cm.Summary: To help his family during the Depression and
avoid becoming a drunk like his father, Moss Trawnley jobs the Civilian Conservation Corps,
helps build a new camp near Monroe, Montana, and leads the other men in making the camp a
success.1. Civilian Conservation Corps (U.S.)—Juvenile fiction.[1. Civilian Conservation Corps
(U.S.)—Fiction. 2. Conservation of natural resources—Fiction. 3. Leadership—Fiction. 4.
Depressions—1929—Fiction. 5. Montana—History—20th century—Fiction. 6. United States—
History—1933–1945—Fiction.] I. Title.PZ7.1533Hi 2005[Fic]—dc22 2004019447This is a work
of fiction. Any resemblance of the charactersto actual people, living or dead, is purely
coincidental.For Troy and JohnAlthough the events and characters in this book are fictional, they
tell a story that was lived by many during the Great Depression. There was no Cold Day Camp or
Civilian Conservation Corps Company 597 in Montana, but real CCC camps—4,500 of them,
spread nationwide—provided homes, jobs, and training to three million enrollees, most of them
like Moss and his buddies. These young men gave us replanted forests, restored rangeland and
farmland, wildlife refuges, parks, monuments, and scenic lookouts. They faced tough times head-
on and made something good of them.Part IChapter 1I woke up shivering in the boxcar where I’d
spent the night. Late October might be the tail end of summer in Texas, but it wasn’t up here,
wherever here was.I coughed and ran my tongue over the grit clinging to my teeth. My body
jangled with the vibration coming up from the train wheels.Sharp lines of sunlight edged the
wide, almost closed doors of the car and lay in stripes across the forms of men sprawled around
me. We must have passed out of the dust storm, I thought, remembering the day before, when
the train rushing north across farmland had entered a blackness of blowing dirt unlike anything I
had ever seen.First I’d wondered if the huge cloud moving toward us, too dark brown for rain,
might be smoke. Then somebody called it for what it was, just before we got swallowed up in a
violent torrent of sandpapering earth.I’d fallen asleep to the howl of it.Leaning into the boxcar
door, I pushed it open. A wedge had kept it from shutting all the way—a safety against the bar-



latch on the outside coming down and locking us in. Dazzlingly bright light flooded the car, and
someone demanded, “You trying to blind us?”“Sorry,” I said, sliding the door far enough shut that
the sunlight wasn’t shining right on him.He got up long enough to relieve himself against a wall,
belch, scratch, and swear ’cause a bottle he picked up turned out empty. “Blind me again, kid,”
he said, “and I’ll throw you under the wheels.”I turned away. That wasn’t the worst I’d heard in the
days since I left Muddy Springs and my job at the little Texas airport where I’d worked.Days! It
seemed more like weeks or months I’d been gone, like my last afternoon there happened in a
different life even.I closed my eyes to the endless country outside—butte and prairie land now,
desolate looking—and saw again that scene I’d gone over and over. Lord, what a fool I’d been,
playing at my job like I was some kid.Dancing at it. Dancing!“Come on, Miss McDonough! Hurry
back!” I’d said aloud, swinging out my broom like it was my girl I was spinning across a dance
floor. Of all the weekends for Beatty to be off to Dallas with her aunt and uncle. I had news to tell
her.I’d been accepted to radio school, and tuition was even in a range I could afford if I watched
every penny till next July when I could start. A thick letter from the school, along with a thinner
one from my ma that I hadn’t read yet, burned a hole in my back pocket.Beatty and I, we had it
planned. Come May—just another seven months—we’d be high school graduates, class of
1936. Then Beatty, who loved flying like she was born to it, would start flying full-time, for pay.
She’d do contract work, like her teacher, Annie Boudreau, did. And I’d get serious about turning
radios into more than a hobby.I gave the broom another fancy turn. There wasn’t anybody to see.
The afternoon plane was long gone, and I had the Muddy Springs Airport terminal to myself. I
just needed to finish sweeping, and then I could go up to my room and read all the radio-school
pamphlets from start to finish.“You always dance with brooms?” a man called out, and I whirled
around, feeling like a right fool. I recognized one of the airport directors, a Mr. Kliber, that I knew
by sight but no more.“I’m ’feared you missed everybody,” I told him. I explained how Grif—
Beatty’s uncle, who managed the airport—was away till Monday, and that his assistant had
knocked off for the day.“Actually, it’s you I came to see,” Mr. Kliber said.Puzzled, I said, “Yes,
sir?”“It’s like this, Moss,” he said, and commenced beating around the bush so bad I couldn’t get
what he was telling me. Then he finally said it straight out.“You’re firing me?” I asked. My voice
sounded like it was coming out of somebody else’s throat.“I have to let you go,” he said. “You can
understand, Moss. The man we’re hiring—I’ll be honest, he’s a cousin of mine—has a wife and
children to take care of.”I nodded, feeling numb. I did understand. With Texas and the rest of the
country deep in the Depression, a body had to understand favoring a family man over a
teenager on his own.It was just that I hadn’t thought anybody else would want my part-time job,
being the airport’s janitor, mechanic’s assistant, night watchman, and general gofer. I’d patched
it together by pitching in wherever I’d seen a need. I got twelve dollars a week for doing it, and
the room upstairs. Enough to live on, send some home to help my family, and save a bit.I
dragged my attention back to Mr. Kliber, who seemed bound to explain why his cousin had to
have my job, now that he’d lost his own in a machine shop up in Oklahoma.I broke in. “You
needn’t explain,” I said. “I know how it is.”“You can have a couple days more,” Mr. Kliber said. “I



wish I didn’t have to spring it on you this fast, but Orville’s already on his way.”I went after a gum
wrapper and dropped it into my dustpan, buying time to get control of the panic welling up. “I
guess if I’m going, I best think about when to start,” I said.Maybe, I thought, as the train crossed
a trestle, that was where I went wrong. For certain, I shouldn’t have been so hasty to leave,
shouldn’t have let my pride get so wounded over being fired that I couldn’t stay to face my
friends.I shouldn’t have taken off without even leaving them a good-bye, telling myself I’d write
when I had something proud to say.But then there was that other letter, the one from my ma, in
Spanish Creek, Louisiana.Up in my bedroom above the terminal lobby, I’d read it. Now I took it
out and read it again, the flimsy paper rattling in the wind.Dear Son, she’d written, I hope you are
keeping well. I wished I could say we are but I am having a time making ends meet. We only did
get money once from the WPA job I told you yr pa was on and then no more. I do not know if he
is hurt or killed or taken off again without a say-so to anybody. If it is that he ought to be
ashamed. Except for what you send, I would be at wits end caring for your brothers and sisters.
But I don’t complain, being just thankful the Lord gave me a good son. Yr loving mother, Bertha
Trawnley.That hadn’t left me any choice. Maybe I could have found a way to hang on in Muddy
Springs myself, but there was no way I’d have gotten something that paid enough so that I could
send Ma the help she needed.The hobo in the corner swore at me again, but I ignored him. The
car reeked, so I wasn’t about to close the door on anything less than another dust storm.I’d lay
money my father wasn’t hurt or killed. He just wasn’t doing his duty to his family like he ought.
Just like he hadn’t done it for a time now. Not since walking away from us two years ago. Not
since before that, come down to it.That last night in Muddy Springs I’d thought carefully about
where my own duty lay and come up with a clear answer.First I needed to mail my radio-school
savings to Ma.Then I needed to go find my pa at his WPA job in Montana and see he was all
right. And if he was, then remind him he had a family to take care of. If I presented it careful, he’d
realize he needed to send his wages home regular.I wasn’t sure what would come then. Maybe I
could find some kind of job for myself up there, for the time being. Maybe I could even find some
way to help him.I’d packed my suitcase quickly—I didn’t have much to put in it besides a few
clothes, the letter from the radio school, and a picture of Beatty in front of an airplane. I left the
next morning.And now here I was, hundreds of miles from Texas. Well, one thing was for sure. I
was more than ready to get to Montana and be done riding freight cars forever.Chapter 2My
arrival into Miles City, on the state’s eastern side, didn’t go so good.I went into the crowded train
depot to ask directions to the Fort Peck Dam project, where Pa was working.“There’s a map on
the wall,” the ticket agent told me. “You’re welcome to look, but make it snappy. I’m not supposed
to allow loiterers.”Embarrassed, I made my way through the waiting passengers to where he’d
pointed and then set down my suitcase. The map showed a whole tier of northern states, and I
was just getting my bearings when the depot door opened and several fellows about my age
came in. They were clean and slicked up, and each carried a grip of some kind. A couple had
cardboard suitcases like mine.Two or three of them nodded at me, and I nodded back but kept
my attention on the map. I needed to get it figured before I got chased out. Looks like I go due



north. Fort Peck must be about a hundred miles.Someone tapped me on the shoulder, and I
whirled around, grabbing up my bag, expecting to see the ticket agent. “I’m on my way,” I said,
before I saw it was one of the fellows who’d just come in.He consulted a piece of paper. “Are you
Bowman Bradley?” he asked. His nose was pinching in like he was trying to avoid smelling
me.“No,” I answered. I’d never had anybody look at me like he was, and it made me hurry out
from that place fast as I could go.I was a hundred yards away when he came chasing after me,
hollering that he wanted his suitcase.“I don’t have it!” I yelled back, but when I glanced down I
saw I didn’t have my own. The one I was carrying had wider stripes, and the handle was the
wrong color.“I’m sorry,” I said, giving it over. “I must have picked up the wrong one.”“There’s no
other one inside,” he said. “You were stealing mine.”“No!” I said.But he was correct that my own
suitcase wasn’t anywhere in the depot. “Look,” I told him, “I did have one. Someone else must
have taken it.”“Sure,” he said, “the one full of clean clothes. You think I’m stupid enough to believe
that?”“I wouldn’t have come back to get it if—”“You’re just lucky I’ve got a schedule to keep to,”
he said, as a train pulled in. “Otherwise I’d file charges.”The waiting room had cleared before it
really hit me that I’d just lost everything I wasn’t wearing.The agent said, “Guess you better go on
now, son.”At a barbershop that offered use of a bathtub, I spent twenty of the fifty cents that was
all the money I had left in my pocket.Then, cleaner anyway, if not clean, I hit the road and put out
my thumb. I slept in a hay shed and reached the construction town of Fort Peck, on the Missouri
River, the next day. I asked around till I finally got directed to a personnel office in a building busy
with guys hurrying in and out.“I’m looking for my dad,” I told a clerk. “Jackson Trawnley. He’s got a
job with the WPA.”“You’re asking at the wrong office then,” he said. “You need to go—”A man in
work clothes, wearing a hard hat, turned from a bulletin board he was reading. “Trawnley’s gone,”
he said. “Left weeks ago.”“You know him, Red?” the clerk asked. “He was on your crew?”“Nope, I
wouldn’t take him. Came in with a chip on his shoulder bigger than he was, asking for a job like it
was the government’s fault he needed it.”The clerk said, “Easy, now. This here’s his kid.”“Well, I’m
sorry,” the one called Red said. “But I’m fed up with men who hire on and then don’t want to work
for anybody, or with anybody.”“But he was working here?” I asked. I had a bad-feeling knot
growing in my stomach. “Did he get fired?”“I don’t know that,” Red said. “But if you want to tag
along a bit, I’ll find you his foreman.”“Trawnley. Yeah, I had him,” a young man told us, without
taking his eyes off a six-man team reaching up to guide a huge metal wheel suspended from a
crane.“Easy out there!” he yelled. “Work together! Mind each other!” He didn’t turn to Red and
me till the piece was in place and the men all safely away from it.“Now,” he said, “Jackson
Trawnley. No, I didn’t fire him. I’d probably have had to sooner or later, but he saved me the
trouble when he left.”“You mean he quit?” I asked, hoping I’d misunderstood. Maybe the man just
meant my pa had transferred to someone else’s crew.“He blew up over an order I gave him,
drew his month’s pay, and lit out. Against regulations, but I wasn’t sending anybody after him.
Men that have to do everything their own way are a danger to everybody.”He hesitated before
adding, “Same as men who don’t control their drinking.”That distracted me. Made me hope, too,
that perhaps he had Pa mixed up with somebody else. “My pa doesn’t drink,” I told him. “He



never has held with liquor.”The older man, Red, the one who’d brought me out from the office,
asked, “When was the last time you saw him?”More than two years ago, when he walked off
alone outside Muddy Springs, leaving the rest of us to fend for ourselves.I asked Pa’s foreman,
“Do you know what he was going to do?”“No idea. But I did hear he was headed to Miles City,”
he said. Then he added, “Look, you’re not old enough for WPA work yourself, but you might find
something at one of the rooming houses or eateries around here.”“I reckon I’ll keep looking for
my dad, like I set out to,” I said. “Likely he’s found other work by now. Maybe I can give him a
hand.”“Good luck then,” he told me.As I walked off, I heard Red say, “I’m afraid that one’s in for a
disappointment.”Back in Miles City again, I tried the filling stations and automotive dealerships
first, since machinery was the only thing Pa knew much about besides farming. Mostly I had no
luck, although fellows at a couple of places said maybe my dad had been in.“Wish I could be
more help, but when you’re not hiring, you don’t much notice who comes asking for a job,” one
told me.Then I thought to ask at a place that sold farm equipment.“Trawnley,” the owner said.
“Yeah, he came in here right on a day when, for once, I had more work than I could handle. I told
him if he wanted to pitch in, I’d see how he did, and then we’d take it from there.”“So my dad’s
working for you?” I asked, hardly able to believe I’d found Pa so easy.“No. He said he didn’t need
to prove himself to anybody, and that was that.”“Oh.” I tried not to let on how disappointed I was.
“I don’t guess you know if he’s still around?”The man got busy polishing the grille on a tractor. “I
might have seen him once or twice,” he said. “You might want to check the bars come
evening.”As I was about to go into yet another saloon, an unshaven man came shambling down
the street. He reminded me of somebody, with his shoulders hunched and his old man’s hair
dirty and uncombed. I guessed I wouldn’t have recognized him, but for he called out something
to another fellow. I knew his voice.“Pa?” I said. He didn’t look over. “Jackson
Trawnley?”“Yeah?”“It’s me. Moss.”It took him a moment to process who I was, and then there
was another instant when his eyes shifted this way and that, like he was looking for an escape.
But he said, “Well, what do you know! You are the last person I expected to see here!”He
sounded sober enough, but a whiff of alcohol hit my nose. He didn’t smell none too clean,
either.“I came looking for you,” I said. “Ma was worried when she didn’t hear from you.”“Aw, she’s
a worrier,’” he told me, like it was some unwarranted peculiarity she had.It made me mad.
Actually, it felt right good to get mad, after the letdowns that had been jolting me one atop
another.“She’s got a right to worry,” I told him. “You disappeared for the longest. Then got her
hopes up writing you had WPA work up here, only to disappear again. You know what she
thought? She was scared you’d been hurt or killed. She should have known it was just you not
holding a job.”“It wasn’t a job. It was welfare. I told your ma the first time I tried relief work it wasn’t
for me. It demeaned me.”“And walking out on your family—and letting them down again—that
didn’t?”I turned away in disgust but then turned back. “I don’t know why I’m even surprised.
Walking out’s been your story all along, ever since our farm got sold.“You could have hung on,” I
told him. “Uncle Lee said he’d take you on full-time in his shop, but no. You had to root us all up
and head us to California. And when the trip got too much for Ma, you left her and us.”I caught



myself up short, appalled by all the rage I’d thought was behind me. What Pa did two years ago
wasn’t the point now. Now I needed him to take hold and take back responsibility for our
family.Suddenly I knew who he’d reminded me of: all the men I’d ridden in boxcars with.“Pa,” I
said, “what are you planning to do?”“Oh, I’m biding my time,” he said. “Looking around for where
I might open my own garage.”“With what?” I asked, thinking I couldn’t have heard right. “How are
you going to pay rent? Buy tools?” His eyes were looking glazed. “Anyway, who’d hire a drunk to
fix their cars?”“I’m not a drunk,” he said.“You could have fooled me,” I told him. “You stink of
whisky, and you’ve got the trembles.”I stopped. He was looking whipped, like a dog getting hit
every which way. Angry as I was, I hadn’t meant to do that to him.Then, he kind of gathered
himself together, pulling bones up straighter and getting back a little of how he used to be, years
before.He said, “You get a civil tongue in your head before you come around me again.”As he
walked off, I called, “Where are you going?”He didn’t answer, but I saw him duck into a saloon.I
considered following him and decided against it. All we’d do would be to argue more.I slipped
into a vacant lot across the street and settled down to wait, my back against a building.I was
already feeling terrible for disrespecting him the way I had.And I was hating him for giving me a
reason to.Chapter 3I pulled my jacket tighter around me, trying to ward off the night chill. I should
have found out where Pa lived, so I could wait for him there. If he had a place.Across the way,
business at the bar had picked up for a couple of hours, and then the drinking crowd had begun
thinning out again. I wondered when closing time was.Finally, at what I guessed had to be after
midnight, Pa stumbled out. I went over, prepared for the reek of his drinking, not expecting just
how strong it would be.“Come on,” I said. “I’ll get you home. Which way do we go?”“Left,” he
answered. Half draped over me, he led us left again and again and once more. It brought us
back to the saloon where we’d started.A man, seeing us, said, “This that son you were talking
about, Trawnley?”“That’s him,” Pa answered, slurring his words bad.I asked the man, “Do you
know where my dad lives?”“Doubt he has a place,” the man answered. “But if you need a spot to
put your head, there’s a hobo camp sprung up a mile or so out of town. I doubt anyone will
bother you there.” He pointed to a side street. “That way. Just follow your nose till you see the
campfires.”“Come on, Pa,” I said, tugging on his arm.He started around the side of the
building.“Where are you going?” I asked, following.The alley he went into smelled of urine, and
Pa couldn’t get done adding to it fast enough to suit me. But then he sank down and curled into a
ball.“Hey, stand up,” I told him. “We can’t stay here.”I struggled to pull him to his feet, but he
shook me off. “Leave me alone,” he said. “I didn’t ask you to come up here, telling me what to do.”
His speech was so garbled I had to think back on what I’d heard to understand it.And then he
was out cold, snoring loud.I tried again to get him moving, but he was past waking. And skinny
though he was, he was a deadweight I couldn’t budge. Finally I gave up trying. I just hoped we’d
get through the night without freezing.About dawn I was wakened by a foot prodding me. “You
alive there?”I looked up at a policeman.“Yes, I am. We are. We’re just—”“There’s a law against
vagrancy.”“We’re not vagrants. We’re just—”“Glad to hear it,” he said. “’Cause I’d hate to have to
run you in.” A whistle sounded. “I suppose that’s your train now?”“What?” Pa asked, stirring. He



looked from the policeman to me, seeming puzzled by the situation. His face cleared as it came
to him who I was. “Moss!” he said. “What are you doing here?”“Pa, we can talk later,” I told him.
“We’ve got to go.”I hauled him into a freight car, just glad the train had stopped. He was still too
wobbly to have jumped.I didn’t even check to see which direction we were heading in till we
were under way. The sun was rising behind us. We were going west.Pa slept the morning off,
while I tried to figure what we were going to do next. Not coming up with any bright answer, I
finally gave up trying and contented myself with sitting in the boxcar doorway. The scenery
wasn’t all that different from the Dakotas. More crops to cattle, maybe, but mainly I saw worn-out
land and signs everywhere of people struggling to make a living on it. Or the leavings where
folks had given up trying.I watched a man walking behind a mule team, plowing up crop stubble.
Dust blew up around them.“Fool!” Pa said, startling me. I hadn’t heard him come over.
“Somebody ought to tell him farming’s for fools.”“You didn’t used to think so,” I said. “We had a
good place.”“Had. Had!”“Couldn’t you have done anything to keep it?” I asked. It was a question
I’d never stopped wondering about.“What?” Pa sounded defensive. “The one bank took my
savings. The other waited for my cotton crop to fail and me to not pay my mortgage. They knew it
was bound to happen, sometime.”He said, “Cotton’s like that. Boll weevils one year. Not enough
water the next. And the soil getting poorer all the time.”“So why didn’t you try growing something
different?”“Because I was a cotton farmer! Why do you think? Like my pa and his. Our place
always grew cotton.”I could see he wanted me to understand, but those weren’t reasons!“Maybe
—” I broke off. I didn’t have any maybe to offer. “Pa . . .”He reached into a pocket and pulled out a
whisky bottle. “Here.”“No,” I said.The railroad bulls got us early that afternoon, at a water-stop
town at the far edge of another dust storm. Likely it was the dirty haze hanging in the air that kept
us from spotting the guards until they and their German shepherds were almost on us.Maybe the
hard-to-breathe filth was what made them ornery enough to haul us into jail, too, instead of just
chasing us out of the boxcar with warnings and a few whacks of their batons.Getting beaten
would have shamed me, but nothing like being arrested did.By the time Pa and I were in
handcuffs, my heart was pounding hard enough to burst clear out of my chest. It didn’t slow
when we got taken to a little jailhouse, along with a couple of other hobos. We were booked for
trespassing on railroad property and theft of transportation.“Geez,” said one of the men who’d
got picked up with us. “And I thought we was just bumming rides.” He told the officer he was
John Smith.The other man gave his name as Clark T. Gable. “That’s with a T,” he said. “Don’t
want you mixing me up with the movie star.”I mumbled my true one but didn’t correct the officer
when he wrote down Mose Tornley, and Pa didn’t correct him over Jackson Tornley, either.The
four of us spent the night in a foul-smelling, concrete-block cell. Then the next morning we got
hauled before a justice of the peace who let the men, including Pa, off for time served and a
promise they’d leave town promptly.The JP turned to me. “I’d like to keep you locked up awhile,”
he said. “Teach you a lesson while you’re still young enough to learn it. But I can’t do that without
keeping your companions, and it isn’t this town’s job to feed no-goods.”I felt my face heat up,
over being singled out as young and for the JP calling Pa and me worthless.“As far as I’m



concerned,” he told Pa, “you’re the worst of the lot, not doing more for your son than this. Well,
take off! All of you. The next time you break the law, do it in someone else’s jurisdiction.”We were
going out the door when he called me back. “You! Tornley! The young one.”“Yes, sir?”“Wait a
minute,” he said, as he hunted through a newspaper. He tore out a piece and motioned for me to
take it. “Can you read?”“Sure.”“Don’t tell me ‘sure.’ Lots can’t. Anyway, read that before you hop
another freight train. It’s about the CCC’s fall enrollment. It’s not too late to sign up.”Pa had
followed me back in, and now he said, “CCC! Moss is too good for welfare and he knows it.
Moss, you come with me.”“No, Moss, you wait,” the JP said. “Before you leave I want you to take
a hard look at your father. Is that how you want to turn out? Like him?”Pa stalked off, and after a
moment I followed.No, I didn’t want to turn out like him. Not like he was now, anyway. But I didn’t
think the JP had any call to talk like he had. It wasn’t right.Heeding the JP’s warning about his
jurisdiction, Pa and I started walking north along a county road, aiming for a parallel branch of
the railroad we’d come in on. As we walked, I tried talking about the newspaper article. “Maybe
the CCC wouldn’t be so bad,” I said. “It would be a job anyway.”“Welfare,” Pa said. “I told you, me
and mine is done begging for government handouts.”“But if I was working, I wouldn’t be
begging.”“I told you, no!” he said, just before a trucker pulled up with an offer of a ride.Finally we
were on our way west again, and I was sitting in another boxcar doorway, my leg braced to
steady myself against the constant jolt and sway, jolt and sway of the car passing over rail joints.I
held the newspaper clipping, though I about had it memorized. It didn’t say much. Just that the
CCC had openings for youths seventeen and older who wanted to do conservation work.Pa had
already told me to throw it away.Just before, he’d pulled out a whisky bottle, which he’d
somehow managed to find in the few moments we’d been in that last town.Now he was out dead-
cold drunk again, sleeping in a corner foul with other men’s vomit. Geez. Geez.Maybe if he’d
been a stranger, I might have felt something besides the loathing that was fast replacing every
other emotion. But he wasn’t a stranger, who might have some excuse. He was my pa, who had
brought this on himself.No. That wasn’t the all of it.He’d brought this on his family. On my ma,
who, soon as she learned I’d been fired, wouldn’t know where to turn next.Pa came to enough to
grope around for the bottle and then dropped off again before his hand found it.I couldn’t blame
him for me losing my job, but I could sure blame him for this . . . this . . .I wrapped my arms
around my head. What in the world was I going to do? Could I really do like the JP said, and turn
out like my pa? That couldn’t really happen, could it?It was fear that it could, as much as
anything, that made my decision for me.I got off the train at the next good-sized town, without
having got past Pa’s drunken sleep to tell him good-bye. I found the town’s name, Monroe, on a
grain elevator.Then I went looking for somebody to tell me where to sign up for the CCC.Chapter
4The postmistress directed me to the Monroe Hardware & Supply, which had a sign hanging
from its locked door, BACK AT 4:00. Faded black lettering on a window announced OWEN
SCHIELING, PROPRIETOR, and smaller, darker letters said CCC SELECTION AGENT.I wiped
away grime so I could read the small print of a taped-up leaflet, A Chance to Work in the Forest.
It told how the Civilian Conservation Corps was carrying out conservation projects throughout



the country—planting forests and restoring depleted farmland, building parks and wildlife
refuges. That was as far as I’d got when a Model A pickup pulled up.Its driver, a man maybe forty
or so, wearing a fedora and tan jacket, got out with a broad smile of greeting. Unlocking the
hardware store door, he said, “Sorry to keep you waiting. I got held up on some county
business.” He motioned me inside. “What can I do you for?”“It’s about the CCC,” I said, nodding
to let him know I’d caught his joke. “Are you who I need to see about joining up?”
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grannyonvacation, “Teens learn valuable life skills during the Great Depression.. Hitch gives the
reader an idea of what the US went through during this time in our history. The boys in the story
learn about teamwork and conflict resolution. They gain workplace skills, self-confidence, and
maturity while figuring out how to successfully complete a task when things go wrong.Some of
the adults guiding the teens were key in the positive aspects of their development and the
success of their efforts.  Others were thecause of some serious problems.”

JohnInMichigan, “A Good Read about the Great Depression. This is an interesting story about a
fascinating time in our nation's life. The author is reasonably faithful to the history of the CCC, in
particular the suspicion that many people had about a government program intruding on their
lives. I could have wished for greater character development, especially re: Hitch caught
between two love interests.  But, on the whole, a good read!”

Biblio Phil, “Four Stars. Great book. My students love it.”

Angel, “Great Book. I liked this book more than I thought I would. I didn't really dislike anything
about the book. It was a great book.”

Bedrooped Bookworms, “Don't usually like historical fiction and I enjoyed this story. It’s the late
1930s, right in the midst of the Great Depression. Moss Trawnley gets fired from his job – and
has his mother and younger sisters at home that depend on his income. Pa is supposed to be
taking care of them but isn’t keeping work to send money back to the family. So when Moss
learns about the CCC, he joins up. This is a tale of adventure, survival, the hardships of the
Great Depression, the joy of friendship, and the importance of standing up for what’s right.I’m not
usually a fan of historical fiction at all. Probably one of my least favorite genres to read. That
being said, I really enjoyed this book! I think part of it is in our recent National Park travels, I’ve
seen a lot of structures and projects that were CCC completed, so it was interesting to get a
fictional glimpse into what being a CCC member might have been like. This book had some
great life messages too on top of the interesting CCC story. It was also interesting seeing the
contrasting perspectives of a local farmer vs. the CCC – and make you care what both
thought.Really well done book – and that’s coming from someone who usually avoids historical
fiction like the plague. I’ll go 8 of 10 overall and 4.5 of 5 for readability. I’d say this could even
lean more middle grade – content wise is quite clean, but some background historical
knowledge would be a good thing.”

Armchair Interviews, “A wonderful YA book!. Seventeen-year-old Moss Trawnley has a big job on
his hands. The Great Depression is ravaging America. His Ma is depending on him to help
support the family. His Pa has been missing for years. When he's let go from his job in Texas,



Moss decides it's time to head out after his Pa, who used to run their farm before the Depression
cost their family everything. What Moss finds is a drunk and the truth that his real job is to
become a man he can respect, against the odds.A judge points Moss in the direction of the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and Moss jumps at the chance for a steady paycheck and
somewhere to eat, sleep, and work for six months. What he doesn't foresee are the friends he'll
make along the way or the man he will become.A proud and honest main character and several
side characters with appealing nicknames like Apple, Romeo, and The Senator, are just part of
the strength of Ingold's Hitch. Filled with images of the dry promise of Montana, boys struggling
to be men in a time when men were being broken by misfortune, and the deeds that make boys
brothers, Ingold's Hitch is a digestible historical book for the teenage reader.Ingold's attention to
historical details and her use of historical dialect to relay Moss's story, help the book move along
while also teaching the reader about a period that defined the American work ethic. Hitch will
especially strike a chord for underprivileged teens; but for all teens, the way Moss takes
responsibility and builds himself and a part of Monroe, Montana into a new promise will
inspire.Perfect for classroom reading material or as an exploration into a chapter in American
history, Hitch will lead readers on a journey of discovery, obstacles, triumphs, and new
beginnings.Armchair Interview says: Worthy of any young adult reader's time.”

C. Hall, “Becoming a Man. Times are tough when 17-year-old Moss Trawnley loses his job. It's
the Great Depression years, and work is hard to come by, so Moss packs up and leaves,
searching for his shiftless father. He finds him, but his father is not a man who'll take up his family
responsibilities. So it's up to Moss, and thankfully, a job with the CCC (Civilian Conservation
Corps)provides an income. But Moss gets more from his new government job than a regular
paycheck to send back home. He learns about personal responsibility, and loyalty, honesty and
humility. Moss' search for the man of the family turns out to be...Moss.Jeanette Ingold has
captured the times and the voice of those Depression years of struggle in America, and
particularly in Montana where the story takes place. Moss' story is a hard one, but there's hope
for him when he signs up for a hitch with the CCC. I'm a big fan of historical fiction with action
and truth in the telling. Ingold absolutely nails it.”
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